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7x24 Exchange Association Appoints New DC Chapter President

FALLS CHURCH, VA (February 27, 2018) – The Washington, DC chapter of the 7x24 Exchange has named Ross Rebraca DC Chapter President. Rebraca, an active member of the chapter for more than 20 years, has served on various committees including Partnerships, Membership and Golf. He also served as executive vice president on the Board of Directors from 2014 to 2018.

Rebraca is a vice president at Virginia-headquartered HITT Contracting. He joined the firm in 2006, bringing more than 25 years of experience in the construction of data center and mission critical facilities, and helped to establish HITT’s Technology sector.

Rebraca’s vision for his presidency is to promote the Chapter’s value to its active members and by providing superb local events. “I want to give our membership cutting-edge technical content on the latest trends and challenges in our rapidly growing Northern Virginia data center market, as well as the opportunity to network and create deeper connections with peers and clients,” he said in an interview last week. “We’ve all worked extremely hard in the past 10 years to reinvigorate the DC chapter through the vision of Shariar Zaïmi, who was very instrumental in the reformation of our Chapter. I want to keep this momentum going,” he concluded.

In addition to serving on as a Board member for the 7x24 Exchange, Rebraca previously served on the Board of Directors for the Washington Building Congress (WBC) and is an active member on the Northern Virginia Technology Committee (NVTC) Data Center and Cloud Committee.

###

About the 7x24 Exchange: The 7x24 Exchange Washington DC Chapter provides an educational forum bringing together Information Services/Technology and Facilities/Engineering/Real Estate of organizations to promote better understanding of the design, implementation and management issues involved in achieving high levels of uninterrupted infrastructure support. The 7x24 Exchange Washington DC Chapter strives to provide informative, educational programs; remain focused on User’s needs, encourage vendors to add value through their involvement; prohibit direct or overt selling at chapter meetings and maintain a dialogue with the National and other chapters to share information on chapter issues.